German Shepherd Dog Club of America
Northwest Futurity Maturity
Sunday, July 15, 2018
Judge: Mr. Gary Szymczak

FUTURITY

German Shepherd Dogs, Futurity (Junior) Dogs


German Shepherd Dogs, Futurity (Teenage) Dogs

809  Sun 1, RFD  JEZRA'S DO YOU THINK I'M SEXY T-HO  DN50059707.5/28/2017  Breeder: Tami Howard/Tracy Radigan/Channing Sheets. Sire: GCH CH Kennelwood's Man U Man  Dam: CH Sharlen's Ask Me If I Care Ca-She. Owner: Tracy Radigan, Channing Sheets.


German Shepherd Dogs, Futurity (Intermediate)  Dogs

813  Sun 1  JOVON'S TREVIISO OF LEALYNN  DN49376001.3/6/2017  Breeder: Michelle Mayfield. Sire: CH Cherpa's Pacífico V Jovon  Dam: CH Lealynn's Lambo Egoista V Jovon BN RN CA CGCA CGCU. Owner: Julie Steen.

German Shepherd Dogs, Futurity (Senior)  Dogs


BEST FUTURITY DOG - 803

RESERVE FUTURITY DOG - 809
German Shepherd Dogs, Futurity (Junior)  Bitches

800  Sun 2  LEGEND’S DOUBLE VISION  DN50231502.7/7/2017  Breeder: Candee R Foss/Fred Foss. Sire: GCH CH Tebe Nobe Ca-She Desi Arnaz  Dam: GCH CH Legend’s Kensington. Owner: Candee Foss, Fred Foss.


808  Sun 2  ANIMUS ZAZZIE OF LORIEN  DN51976702.9/15/2017  Breeder: Twyla Miner/Hallie McMullen. Sire: CH Sogne Fjord’s It's All About Me  Dam: CH Cantar's Zuma Beach Of Lorien HSAs. Owner: Hallie McMullen, Twyla Miner.

German Shepherd Dogs, Futurity (Amateur Junior/Teen)  Bitches


814  Sun 2  LEGEND'S AMERICAN SWEETHEART OF TOPHATNSUBOJA  DN50015401.5/18/2017  Breeder: Candee R Foss/Debra L Hopkins/Susan Sisemore. Sire: GCHB CH Suboja’s & Top Hat’s Gentleman’s Quarterly PT  Dam: CH Legend's All American Girl Of Sunrise HT. Owner: Candee Foss.

German Shepherd Dogs, Futurity (Intermediate)  Bitches

818  Sun  AB  COVY TUCKER HILL'S IF YOU ONLY KNEW  DN49482807.3/5/2017  Breeder: Gloria F Birch/Cappy Pottle/Theresa J Royer. Sire: GCHG CH Rosewood's Galileo CGC  Dam: GCH CH Covy-Tucker Hill's Have We Met HT. Owner: Diane Willis, Gloria Birch, Bill Patterson.


German Shepherd Dogs, Futurity (Senior) Bitches


BEST FUTURITY BITCH - 810
RESERVE FUTURITY BITCH - 820

BEST IN FUTURITY - 810
BEST OPPOSITE IN FUTURITY - 803
BEST AMATEUR HANDLED IN FUTURITY - ---
MATURITY

German Shepherd Dogs, Maturity (Junior) Dogs


German Shepherd Dogs, Maturity (Senior) Dogs


**BEST MATURITY DOG - 827**

**RESERVE MATURITY DOG – 823**

**German Shepherd Dogs, Maturity (Junior) Bitches**

**830 Sun 1 JEZRA CA-SHE THE BLACK WIDOW** DN47475702.9/12/2016 Breeder: Mr. Channing Sheets/Tracy Radigan. Sire: GCH CH Kennelwood's Man U Man Dam: CH Sharlen's Ask Me If I Care Ca-She. Owner: Channing Sheets, Tracy Radigan.

German Shepherd Dogs, Maturity (Senior) Bitches

840  Sun 2  CH HANEY’S FROM RUSSIA WITH LOVE  @JJS  DN46674801.6/22/2016  Breeder: Sally R Bazzell/Ray D Bazzell. Sire: CH Lenlors-Azuma BN RN CGCA  Dam: Haney's Sweet Celebration Velliott CGC. Owner: Juanita Williamson.


838  Sun 1, BMB, BIMCHERPA'S WAITING TO EXHALE  DN44440604.11/25/2015  Breeder: Celeste Draper/Pat Draper/Mike Sherman. Sire: GCH CH Cherpa's Exxon Of Lealynn  Dam: GCH CH Love Is In The Air Of Sugarcrk Edan. Owner: Pat Draper, Celeste Draper.

BEST MATURITY BITCH - 838

RESERVE MATURITY BITCH – 834

BEST IN MATURITY - 838

BEST OPPOSITE IN MATURITY - 827